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Norman Bray is a legend in his own mind. Stubbornly holding on to the fading light of his career,
the aging actor has shirked all responsibility for the past 30 years in the name of "s journal and
really wants to know what really happened on the night of Norman'" But life is finally getting up

to him. He might even have to obtain a real job.Tiny Taxi," the 56-year-previous braggart is forced
to confront his most cherished self-delusions. With the lender threatening foreclosure and the

loss of his function on the cartoon " Predicated on the favorite CBC Radio serialization broadcast
on The Roundup and Between your Covers in June 2005 and brilliantly narrated by David

LeReaney, Norman Bray in the Performance of his Existence is a dark humor that takes us into
the world of a self-involved bullying man, and shows us the endearing, terribly funny person
behind the mask.artwork.s fateful last appearance on the stage. Making matters worse, his

stepdaughter Amy offers been reading her lifeless mother'
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Most annoying character! Having read "Practical Jean," and appreciated it,I made a decision to
try another of the author's works. Engaging read non-etheless.!!! It's a very interesting personality
study, but unfortunately the type is SO annoying! I have not however finished the publication, but
I'm beginning to sense that he might experience an epiphany of sorts, as well as perhaps end up
a better person because of it.! A fantastic first novel Rarely is a character as finely drawn -- and
loathsome -- as Norman Bray. This is an exceptional first function of fiction, and claims great
things to arrive. Trevor Cole includes a remarkable attention -- and ear -- for detail, and he knows
how to tell a story. But hate him, or merely pity him, you can't help but become attracted to follow
his decline.
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